
Transport  

 

Exercise 1 

Translate the following words and expressions  
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Exercise 2 

Match the questions with the answers 

1. Excuse me, which bus do I get to the park?     

2. Does the 24 go to the railway station?              

3. How often does the 16 run?                              

4. How many stops is it to the park?                    

5. Which is the last stop for the 24?                      

6. Where do I get off for the cinema?                  . 

7. How long does it take to the bus station?          

a) The bus station  

b) It takes about 10 minutes.  

c) No, it doesn’t  

d) Three 



e) At the next stop  

f) Every 12 minutes  

g) The 16 

Exercise 3 

Look at the picture. Put the words in the correct order to make questions 

about bus routes 

 

1. stops       many      to     how      it    railway station        is     the    ? 

2. school       me      bus     which      excuse      get     I    to   do   the     ? 

3. take      long     how     does    to    railway station       it      the    ? 

4. post office       the 24           does       outside       stop        the     ? 

5. off     do    get     I      where      cinema      for    the      ? 

6. park         the 24        does    to         go      the      ? 

7. often       run            does    the 24     how        ? 

8. which          stop         last       is        for          the 16       the      ? 



 

Exercise 4 

Complete the sentences  

waited                     missed                 last              timetable              carriage             

train                        get/take                  journey        fare 

1. How much was the train _____? 

2. Our seats are in the second _____. 

3. Sorry. I’m late. I _____ the train to London. 

4. We can _____ a train. 

5. The _____ train is at 12 pm. 

6. We _____ for the train in the café. 

7. Have a look at the _____. I think there is a train to London at 6:15. 

8. It’s a long _____ from Lisbon to Paris. 



9. We can get the 7:45 _____. 

 

Exercise 5 

Complete the sentences  

single                    gets                platform                    to        

leaves                direct                 advance                change 

I’m going from Cheltenham to London tomorrow. There isn’t a _____ train, so I 

have to _____ at Kamble. The train _____ Cheltenham at 8:35 from_____ 2, and 

it_____ to Kamble at 9:08. Then I have to catch the 9:18, which gets _____ 

London Paddington at 10:40. A _____ ticket costs £ 22, but I can get a return for £ 

40 if I book in _____. 

 


